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The Mission of
C2Eventz
C2Eventz integrates revolutionary

global transportation technology

in many markets. We are

committed to replacing obsolete

industry methods with global

transportation software for

planners, executive admins, tour

companies and DMC’s. C2Eventz

optimizes efficiency utilizing

proprietary internal & client

passenger applications to ease

tracking & billing. Connecting and

partnering with industry leaders,

we collaborate and enhance new

technological ideas with industry

peers.

Other Services

Contact Us

Global Logistics

Joseph Vella - CEO - sales@c2eventz.com

Florida Office // 305.900.7092

Atlanta Office // 305.900.7092

Global (WhatsApp) // 305.900.7092

Partnerships 

Shaan Merchant - smerchant@c2eventz.com

Since 2003, C2Eventz has enhanced efforts

to assist our meeting partners flow of

transportation transition to a global live link.

Being at the forefront of nearly every

transportation owned vendor in major cities

and countries, we ensure events are

completed without a hitch.

Décor

Floral

Entertainment

Drone Photo/Video

As your software

provider, we know you

depend on us to help

run your business. Your

success is ours, so

we’ve built tools to

boost your business

processes.



Welcome text to arriving passengers or

if a flight change, info goes directly to

one number. Safety and success is our

goal combined with easy transportation

transition.

Connection

VIP movements: Clients are able to

follow along with flights and driver

locations. Optional text to planners and

passengers for peace of mind and

accuracy.

V.I.P

Clients with multiple programs and

planners, control and oversight is the

key. Organized billing structure to

provide accurate and efficient

operations.

Programs & Events

Transportation

Provide clients with a “Live” manifest link

to establish movements are being

passed along. Clients manage their own

manifests to ensure  updates are being

completed.

Live Manifests
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Joseph Vella
CEO

“C2Eventz has over 5,000 licensed

affiliates located in over 105 countries

with major transportation goals. They

inspire everyone to care for the success

of each and every movement.”

COVID-19
The event industry is currently taking

new and innovative precautions to

ensure safety. The guidelines change

everyday, we are here to help. Let’s

customize and beat this together.

WWW.C2EVENTZ.COM

NEW  WEBS ITE


